Free style Nordic
Canoe
Kayak
Swimming
Cross trainer
Wave
Do you have to practice...
Isotonic machine

- Isolated movement
- Reduced risk of injury
- Faster changes exercisers
- A small number of instructors
2 Multi-Fitness-Center
2999.-
Schräghrett als Zubehör
New trends

Required attendance trainer
FUNKCIONAL TRAINING
Stretching
Disabled people
FUN AND FIT
Club atmosphere
Group fitness program

Different models of exercise

- Music
- Equipment
- Movement

- Pilates
- Yoga
- Stretching

- Dance
- Step
- Kick box
- Martial arts
- Aquarobic
- Elastic tape
- Fexi bar
- Magic ring
- Small bals
- ...
Fitness business
domestic intelligence

franchise ZUM-ZUM
The idea that elaborates
Paying example and music

Licenc Lens Mils

- Club - a program - music - instructing
- For three months, a new program
Thanks for attention

dusan.mitic@dif.bg.ac.rs